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SHOW UP!

ABOUT NIMLOK MINNESOTA
Nimlok Minnesota was founded in the 1970s, but our unique name isn’t from some crazy disco dance beat. We are an
independent nimlok partner – a privately-owned, locally-owned company that is known for creating top-quality trade show
displays, booths and exhibits.
For decades, we have brought these top-quality trade show environments to businesses throughout Minnesota and the
United States. We offer a wide range of trade show booth options, a client list that spans countless industries, and unrivaled
customer satisfaction levels. But don’t worry. We haven’t let it go to our heads. We remain firmly grounded in Minnesota
with one important focus: creating trade show exhibits that get our customers noticed for all the right reasons.

VISIT THE PORTABLE SHOWROOM
Not ready yet for a full custom modular exhibit? We can still
help you make a stunning impression with our vast selection
of fast and affordable displays.
In our beautiful showroom you can review the designs, feel
the fabric, and experience the products yourself before you
order them. We’re conveniently located in the Twin Cities,
and our display experts will help you find exactly what you
need.
Of course, you can browse our online catalog and order that
way, but we really would like to meet you. You are invited to
come in, see our showroom, and talk with our staff. If you
do, we’ll even give you 10% off when you place your order
with us.

BANNER STANDS
PREMIUM RETRACTABLE
Superior, high-end functionality, features, styling points & durability

SMART BANNER 01
31.5

SMART BANNER 02
(double sided)

IMG-800-S

ADV-800-S

- variable graphic height =
30.5”- 83.35”
- graphic tensioner
- integrated pole storage
- interchangeable graphic
cassette
- adjustable feet on base
- telescopic pole
- compatible with kit
01, kit 02, and kit 03
banner stand accessories

- variable graphic height =
29.5”- 83.35”
- double sided
- graphic tensioner
- integrated pole storage
- interchangeable
graphic cassette
- adjustable feet on base
- telescopic pole
- compatible with kit 01, kit
02, and kit 03 banner stand
accessories show in the photo
to the left (not included)

RETRACTABLE BANNER STANDS | PREMIUM

Smart Banner 01 and 02 have
interchangeable graphic cassettes.
kit 02
includes
shelf:
AKIT-1S

kit 03 includes lit
pocket:
AKIT-1L

- works with Smart Banner 01, Smart Banner 02, and
Rollup 02- extrusion uprights fit into channel on stand
base and lock in place easily
- shelf offered in black laminate; holds up to 5 lbs.
- wire literature rack holds up to 5 lbs. of literature,
8.5"w x 11"h in size
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Shelf Setup

kit 01 includes shelf &
lit pocket:
AKIT-1S1L

Lit Rack Setup

PREMIUM BANNER STAND ACCESSORIES

BANNER STANDS
STANDARD RETRACTABLE
ROLLUP 01
32.9

RU-S1-3

Everyday reliability, durability & ease of use

ROLLUP 02
31.5

- graphic size: 32.9”w
x 95”h
33.5
- Comes with base,
top rail, bungee
pole, leveling feet,
slider and premium
grip rail, and
premium carry bag
- Single-sided
- Black finish
- 3 piece bungee cord
pole

*

Most popular rollup banner!
ROLLUP 03
silver: ONT-800-S-4
black: ONT-800-B-4

ROLLUP 03
(double sided)
ONT-800-DBL-S-4
The rollup 03 DS includes the
same features as rollup 03.

- variable graphic height =
60”- 83”
33.5
- anodized silver base
- toolless quick rail
35.5
- graphic tensioner
- adjustable feet on base
- hybrid bungee/telescopic
pole
- compatible
with kit 01, kit
02, and kit 03
banner stand
accessories as
pictured but
not included

ROLLUP 04
silver: ONT-920-S-4
black: ONT-920-B-4
- variable graphic height
= 60.5”- 83.25”
- silver or black base options
- toolless quick rail combines
the ease of a snap rail
with the reassurance of an
adhesive fixing
- molded end caps
- adjustable feet on base
- hybrid bungee/telescopic pole

ROLLUP 04
(double sided)
ONT-920-DBL-S-4
The rollup 04
DS includes
the same
features as
rollup 04.

Rollups 03, 04, & 05 have matching bases.

RETRACTABLE BANNER STANDS | PREMIUM

- variable graphic height
= 60.5”- 83.25”
- silver or black base options
- toolless quick rail combines
the ease of a snap rail
with the reassurance of an
adhesive fixing
- molded end caps
- adjustable feet on base
- hybrid bungee/telescopic pole

BCD-800-S-1
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BANNER STANDS
TABLETOP

ROLLUP 06

Basic design features, functionality & reliability

BLD-LT-800
- variable graphic height
= 69”- 83.25”
- toolless quick rail combines
the ease of a snap rail
with the reassurance of an
adhesive fixing
- weighted base for stablity
- adjustable leveling feet
- hybrid bungee/telescopic
pole

PHOENIX MINI
PHX-400-S
PHX-400-S-2P

PHX-400-S-3P
PHX-400-S-4P

- four graphic height options = 16.5",
31.5", 47.25", 63"(two largest heights
require extension pole kit)
- silver base and 2-piece pole & optional
extenders for added height
- comes complete with carry bag
- tabletop or skinny full-height banner
stand

STELLAR
STLLR-LTR:
8.5"w x 11"h
STLLR-TBLD:
11"w x 17"h
RETRACTABLE BANNER STANDS | ECONOMY

- retractable tabletop
banner stand
- injection molded/plastic base
- ideal for promotional use

L-MINI
14.25

L-MINI

- standard height
= 26.88"
- tabletop tension banner
stand
- adhesive rail
- anodized silver finish
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Design your own combinations!

WAVE POPULATE

MIX & MATCH FABRIC BANNERS

Wave Populate allows for customized configurations of banners and backwalls with the use of clamps or magnetized
frames. Aluminum tube frames are coupled with zipper pillowcase fabric graphics to create versatile, eye-catching displays.

1 60"

2 60"

8 47"

9 67"

3 35"

4 35"

10 33" 11 44"

5 113"

12 96"

6 46"

13 49"

7 91"

14 97"

USE ALONE OR COMBINE TO MAKE UNIQUELY YOURS

WAVE POPULATE | RECONFIGURABLE KITS

SEMI-PRIVATE CONFERENCE AREAS!

EASY STORAGE ROOMS!

YOUR CHOICE OF CLAMPS OR MAGNETIZED FRAMES

90°

180°

3-Way

4-Way

Connector clamps are available in a variety of angles and configurations to create unique displays.
Magnetized frames feature strong interior magnets that ensure no configuration is out of your reach!
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WAVE POPULATE

RECONFIGURABLE KITS
If you have a tradeshow schedule where you have multiple size spaces to plan for, Wave Populate pre-defined 30' inline kits
can reconfigure easily into smaller exhibit sizes with no extra parts or packaging! Using magnetic frames or clamp connection
options, frames connect quickly and easily. Maximize your value in a versatile, reconfigurable system.

CONVERT A 30' INLINE

MOD-30-01

INTO A 20' INLINE

MOD-20-01

WAVE POPULATE | RECONFIGURABLE KITS

OR TWO 10' INLINE DISPLAYS

MOD-10-01

8

MOD-10-02

Wave Populate displays come with a carry bag and
a lifetime limited hardware warranty.
Magnetic feature patent pending.

WAVE POPULATE

RECONFIGURABLE KITS

CONVERT A 20' INLINE

INTO TWO 10' INLINE DISPLAYS

WAVE POPULATE | RECONFIGURABLE KITS

CHOOSE FROM MAGNETIC
FRAMES OR CLAMP CONNECTORS
Connector clamps are available in a variety of angles and configurations to create unique displays.
Magnetized frames feature strong interior magnets that ensure no configuration is out of your reach!
Wave Populate displays come with a carry bag and
a lifetime limited hardware warranty.
Magnetic feature patent pending.
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WAVE

WAVE | TABLETOP DISPLAYS

Wave banners, backwalls, hanging signs and more • Durable aluminum tube frames
and pillowcase fabric graphics make assembly simple and create a timeless, stylish
appearance • Accessorize any 10' or 20' inline backwall with a variety of accents for
functionality and style • Perfect for tradeshows, corporate interiors and retail environments

TABLETOP DISPLAYS

10

Wave TT1
FMLT-WTT-V01

Wave TT3
FMLT-WTT-V03

Wave TT4
FMLT-WTT-S01

Wave TT5
FMLT-WTT-S02

WAVE

BACKWALL

8' DISPLAYS

8' Straight
FMLT-WS8-01

8' Horizontal Curved
FMLT-WH8-01

8' Vertical Curved
FMLT-WV8-01

10' DISPLAYS

10' Straight
FMLT-WS10-01

10' Horizontal Curved
FMLT-WH10-01

10' Vertical Curved
FMLT-WV10-01

20' DISPLAYS

20' Serpentine Curved
FMLT-WSC20-01

20' Vertical Curved
FMLT-WV20-01

WAVE | 8', 10' & 20' DISPLAYS

20' Straight
FMLT-WS20-30MM-01

20' Horizontal Curved
FMLT-WH20-01

Wave displays come with a portable carry bag or case and a limited
lifetime hardware warranty.
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WAVE

ACCENTS, ACCESSORIES, & BACKWALL CONNECTORS
First, choose from Wave 10' & 20' backwalls. Then accessorize with one of 21 ladders, accents, and backwall connectors to add
functionality. Wave Master backwall accents provide enhanced functionality and real estate for messaging.

t on
Simple push-bu!t
assemb ly
Accent ladders
add functionality!
BACKWALL CONNECTOR
The Wave Backwall Connector is an ideal accessory to
connect two 10' or 20' Wave backwalls. It features a
pillowcase fabric graphic and connects easily to create
the appearance of one seamless display.

CONNECTOR 03
FMLT-WBWC-02
Pillowcase fabric
graphic

228"

32.5"

WAVE | 10' & 20' DISPLAYS

47"

CONNECTOR 03

CONNECTOR 03

CONNECTOR 04

CONNECTOR 05

CONNECTOR 06

CONNECTOR 07

FMLT-WBWC-02

FMLT-WBWC-03*

FMLT-WBWC-04

FMLT-WBWC-05*

FMLT-WBWC-06

FMLT-WBWC-07*

Pillowcase fabric
graphic

Pillowcase fabric
graphic and monitor
mounts for a medium
sized monitor*

Pillowcase fabric
graphic

Pillowcase fabric
graphic and monitor
mounts for a medium
sized monitor*

Pillowcase fabric
graphic

Pillowcase fabric
graphic and monitor
mount for a medium
sized monitor*

8.34"

8.34"

8.34"

36.3"

36.3"

48"

36.3"
48"

48"

48.4"

47.6"

*Monitors not included.
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48"

PICK YOUR BACKWALL... THEN PICK AN ACCENT
ACCENT 01

ACCENT 02

ACCENT 03

Pillowcase fabric
graphic

Three 20"w shelves
and top and bottom
printed infill panels

Choice of right-hand
or left-hand arm
tables, no table, top
and bottom printed
infill panels; fits a
medium sized monitor*

FMLT-WL01

FMLT-WL02

FMLT-WL03/ -L, -R*

ACCENT 04

ACCENT 05

ACCENT 06

Features a 36"w
table top, top and
bottom velcro
applied printed
fabric graphics and
hardware mounts
for a medium sized
monitor*

Three literature
pockets, and top
and bottom printed
infill panels

Features a 20"w
shelf and top and
bottom printed
infill panels

FMLT-WL04*

FMLT-WLLH

FMLT-WLC

ACCENT 07

ACCENT 08

FMLT-WL07

FMLT-WL08

FMLT-WL09

Two 30"w shelves
and a 36"w fabric
counter adds space
for small products
to be displayed
with style

A 36"w rectangular
graphic accent
adds ample space
for additional
messaging; a
wooden base in
your choice of color
provides stability

A sleek trapezoidal
shaped graphic
adds additional real
estate for branding
and messages

ACCENT 10

ACCENT 11

ACCENT 12

The multi-purpose
accent features
a 36"w shelf,
fabric graphic
and medium
monitor mount for
demonstrations

A uniquely
designed triangular
shaped wall offers
two shelves to
display small
products

A dimensional
pillowcase fabric
graphic adds space
for messaging; three
18.5"w shelves provide
space to display
products and a small
monitor mount allows
for presentations

FMLT-WL10*

FMLT-WL11

ACCENT 09

FMLT-WLC*

WAVE | 10' & 20' DISPLAYS

*Monitors not included.
Accent 02, 03, 03-R, 03-L & 06 are also available for rent.
Wave accents are made in North America, come with
portable cases and a limited lifetime hardware warranty.
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WAVE DESIGNER
10' DISPLAYS

Wave Designer 10' displays have unique stylistic features and shapes, are portable and easy to assemble.
Aluminum tube frames feature snap-buttons and are coupled with zipper pillowcase fabric graphics.
Displays come in portable, wheeled transit cases.

FMLT-DS-10-01*

FMLT-DS-10-02

39.6”
116.8”

FMLT-DS-10-03

FMLT-DS-10-05

17.7”

17.7”
120”

WAVE DESIGNER | 10' DISPLAYS

119.6”

FMLT-DS-10-06*

FMLT-DS-10-07*

35.6”

27.9”

114.2”

*Monitors not included.
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Wave Designer Series displays are made in North America, come
with portable cases and a limited lifetime hardware warranty.

116.4”

WAVE DESIGNER

10' DISPLAYS

Stand out with unique styling features!

FMLT-DS-10-08*

FMLT-DS-10-10*

FMLT-DS-10-09*

FMLT-DS-10-11*

29.1”

49.4”

115”
115”

WAVE DESIGNER | 10' DISPLAYS

FMLT-DS-10-12

FMLT-DS-10-13

*Monitors not included.
Wave Designer Series displays are made in North America, come
with portable cases and a limited lifetime hardware warranty.
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WAVE DESIGNER
20' DISPLAYS

Wave Designer Series 20' inline exhibits feature unique stylistic elements, making them modern and sophisticated.
Wave Designer Series structures couple lightweight aluminum tube frames with stretch, zipper pillowcase fabric graphics.

FMLT-DS-20-01

28”
226”

WAVE DESIGNER | 20' DISPLAYS

illuminated wall

FMLT-DS-20-02

33.2”
230.7”

16

Wave Designer Series displays are made in North America, come
with portable cases and a limited lifetime hardware warranty.

WAVE DESIGNER
20' DISPLAYS

FMLT-DS-20-03

32.5”

230.4”

FMLT-DS-20-04

17.7”
234.8”

WAVE DESIGNER | 20' DISPLAYS

FMLT-DS-20-05*

35.6”
235”

*Monitors not included.
Wave Designer Series displays are made in North America, come
with portable cases and a limited lifetime hardware warranty.
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WAVE DESIGNER
20' DISPLAYS

Wave Designer Series 20' inline exhibits feature unique stylistic elements, making them modern and sophisticated.
Wave Designer Series structures couple lightweight aluminum tube frames with stretch, zipper pillowcase fabric graphics.

FMLT-DS-20-06*

27.6”
228.8”

FMLT-DS-20-07*

30.2”
228”

FMLT-DS-20-08*

28.5”

WAVE DESIGNER | 20' DISPLAYS

236.4”

FMLT-DS-20-09

29.3”
228”

*Monitors not included.
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Wave Designer Series displays are made in North America, come
with portable cases and a limited lifetime hardware warranty.

WAVE DESIGNER
20' DISPLAYS

FMLT-DS-20-10

31.9”
226.4”

FMLT-DS-20-11*

43.2”
227”

FMLT-DS-20-12*

30.8”
232.8”

WAVE DESIGNER | 20' DISPLAYS

FMLT-DS-20-13*
53.6”
235.2”

*Monitors not included.
Wave Designer Series displays are made in North America, come
with portable cases and a limited lifetime hardware warranty.
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SMARTWALL

BACKWALLS & LIGHT BOXES
- banners feature 2” aluminum extrusion frames and push-fit silicone-edge fabric graphics
- light boxes feature 4” aluminum extrusion frames with perimeter LED edge lighting & push-fit INTENSITY backlit fabric graphics
- single and double-sided graphics offered

01 Rectangle

02 Rectangle

03 Rectangle

04 Rectangle

VF-R-01
VF-LB-R-01

VF-R-02
VF-LB-R-02

VF-R-03
VF-LB-R-03

VF-R-04
VF-LB-R-04

36.3”w x 47.49”h x 19.69"d

36.3”w x 71.12”h x 19.69"d 48.11”w x 71.12”h x 19.69"d

48.11”w x 94.74”h x 19.69"d

07 Rectangle
05 Rectangle

SMARTWALL | BANNERS & LIGHT BOXES

VF-R-05
VF-LB-R-05
118.98”w x 94.74”h x 19.69"d

20

VF-R-07
VF-LB-R-07

06 Rectangle

VF-R-06
VF-LB-R-06

237.1”w x 94.74”h x 19.69”d

36.3”w x 94.74”h x 19.69”d

01 Square

02 Square

03 Square

04 Square

VF-S-01
VF-LB-S-01

VF-S-02
VF-LB-S-02

VF-S-03
VF-LB-S-03

VF-S-04
VF-LB-S-04

36.3”w x 35.68”h x 19.69"d

48.11”w x 47.49”h x 19.69"d 71.73”w x 71.12”h x 19.69"d

95.35”w x 94.74”h x 19.69"d

Light Boxes R-04, R-05, R-07 and S-04 are also available for rent.
All Smartwall displays are made in North America and have a limited lifetime hardware warranty.

SMARTWALL

MONITOR KIOSKS
Smartwall Monitor Kiosks are a sleek way to display media at any tradeshow, event, in a retail or
corporate space. The kiosks feature push-fit fabric graphics, easy-to-assemble 4"extrusion frames, your
choice of single or double sided graphics and one or two monitor mounts.
01 Monitor Kiosk - 36" wide

02 Monitor Kiosk - 48" wide

Single Sided Monitor Kiosk with (1) graphic:

Single Sided Monitor Kiosk with (1) graphic:

Single Sided Monitor Kiosk with (2) graphics:

Single Sided Monitor Kiosk with (2) graphics:

Double Sided Monitor Kiosk with (2) graphics:

Double Sided Monitor Kiosk with (2) graphics:

36.3"w x 94.74"h x 19.69"d
comes in 1 OCH case
supports 32-55" monitor*
max weight = 80 lbs each

48.11"w x 94.74"h x 19.69"d
comes in 1 OCH case
supports 32-55" monitor*
max weight = 80 lbs each

VF-MK-01-SS

VF-MK-01-SS

VF-MK-01-DS

*Monitors not included

VF-MK-02-SS

VF-MK-02-SS

VF-MK-02-DS

top view
36" Single Sided
Monitor Kiosk

top view
48" Double Sided
Monitor Kiosk

SMARTWALL ASSEMBLY
back with graphic
*Monitors not included.
STEP 2:
Apply the
push-fit
back liner.

OCS, OCE,
OCH, OCL

2" banner
4" light box
extrusion profile extrusion profile

SMARTWALL | BANNERS & LIGHT BOXES

Banners and
Light Boxes
come in OCE,
OCS, OCH or
OCL hard
shipping cases.

STEP 3:
Apply the
push-fit
graphics
and plug
it in.

Easy to apply push-fit
fabric graphics!

All Smartwall displays are made in North America and
have a limited lifetime hardware warranty.
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SMARTWALL FABRIC DISPLAYS
10' EXHIBIT KITS

Stand apart from the competition with a clean, sophisticated 10' x 10' or 10' x 20'
Smartwall kit. These graphic mural kits feature square-corner 2" extrusion frames
and push-fit fabric graphics that cover the entire frame. Smartwall fabric displays
are easy to assemble and disassemble.

KIT 02
VF-K-02

Smartwall Kit counter tops are
available in your choice of four
thermoform finishes

silver

black mahogany natural

KIT 03
VF-K-03

KIT 04

SMARTWALL | 10' EXHIBIT KITS

VF-K-04

OCH2 & OCE
wheeled molded cases included
with each kit
Counters in foreground included in purchased kits.
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All Smartwall displays are made in North America
and have a limited lifetime hardware warranty.

SMARTWALL FABRIC DISPLAYS
10' EXHIBIT KITS

The innovative, contemporary and clean appearance of the SmartwallTM Master line of exhibit kits will captivate your
audience. Kits feature push-fit fabric graphics, easy-to-assemble extrusion frames, accent lighting, tables, counters,
literature accessories, monitor mounts and interior LED edge lighting where indicated. Customized kits are also available.

KIT 09

KIT 10

KIT 11

KIT 13

VF-K-09

VF-K-11

KIT 14
VF-K-14

VF-K-10

VF-K-13

illuminated wall
KIT 15
VF-K-15

SMARTWALL | 10' EXHIBIT KITS

illuminated wall
KIT 16

VF-K-16*

easy to apply push-fit
fabric graphics
Counters in foreground included in purchased kits.
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SMARTWALL FABRIC DISPLAYS
20' EXHIBIT KITS

KIT 05
VF-K-05

KIT 07
VF-K-07

KIT 08

SMARTWALL | 20' EXHIBIT KITS

VF-K-08

Smartwall counter tops are
available in your choice of four
thermoform finishes

silver

24

black mahogany natural

All Smartwall displays are made in North America
and have a limited lifetime hardware warranty.
Counters in foreground included in purchased kits.

OCH2 & OCE
wheeled molded
cases included
with each kit

SMARTWALL FABRIC DISPLAYS
20' EXHIBIT KITS

The innovative, contemporary and clean appearance of the Smartwall line of exhibit kits will captivate your
audience. Kits feature push-fit fabric graphics, easy-to-assemble extrusion frames, accent lighting, tables, counters,
literature accessories, monitor mounts and interior LED edge lighting where indicated.

KIT 17

VF-K-17

KIT 18
VF-K-18

illuminated wall
KIT 19
VF-K-19

KIT 22

VF-K-22*

KIT 24

SMARTWALL | 20' EXHIBIT KITS

VF-K-24*

easy to apply push-fit
fabric graphics
*Monitors not included.
Counters in foreground included in purchased kits.
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SMARTWALL PRO
10' EXHIBIT KITS

Make a lasting impression with a sophisticated, feature-rich Hybrid ProTM Modular exhibit, which feature heavy-duty
aluminum extrusion frames and easy-to-apply silicone edge push-fit fabric graphics.

illuminated wall
KIT 01

KIT 02

HP-K-01*

HP-K-02*

illuminated wall

KIT 04
HP-K-04

KIT 03

SMARTWALL PRO MODULAR | 10' EXHIBIT KITS

HP-K-03*

Counter in foreground not included in KIT 03.

Counter in foreground not included in KIT 04.

easy to apply push-fit fabric graphics
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SMARTWALL PRO

All Smartwall Pro Modular displays are made in North America
and come with a limited lifetime hardware warranty.

KIT 05

10' EXHIBIT KITS

KIT 06

HP-K-05

HP-K-06*

slot
wall

Counter in foreground not included in KIT 05.

KIT 07

KIT 08

HP-K-07*

HP-K-08*

SMARTWALL PRO MODULAR | 10' EXHIBIT KITS

Counter in foreground not included in KIT 08.

Smartwall Pro counter tops are
available in your choice of four
thermoform finishes

silver

black mahogany natural

*Monitors not included.
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SMARTWALL PRO
20' EXHIBIT KITS

Make a lasting impression with a sophisticated, feature-rich Smartwall Pro Modular exhibit, which feature heavy-duty
aluminum extrusion frames and easy-to-apply silicone edge push-fit fabric graphics.

illuminated wall

illuminated wall
KIT 09

KIT 10

HP-K-09*

HP-K-10*

Counter in foreground not included in KIT 10.

illuminated wall
KIT 11

KIT 12

SMARTWALL PRO MODULAR | 20' EXHIBIT KITS

HP-K-11*

Counter in foreground not
included in KIT 11.

HP-K-12

Counter in foreground not
included in KIT 12.

easy to apply push-fit fabric graphics
28

All Smartwall Pro Modular displays are made in North America
and come with a limited lifetime hardware warranty.

All Smartwall Pro Modular displays are made in North America
and come with a limited lifetime hardware warranty.

KIT 13

SMARTWALL PRO
20' EXHIBIT KITS

KIT 14

HP-K-13*

HP-K-14*

Counter in foreground not
included in KIT 14.

slot
wall
KIT 15

slot
wall

KIT 16

HP-K-15*

HP-K-16*

SMARTWALL PRO MODULAR | 20' EXHIBIT KITS

Counter in foreground not
included in KIT 16.

Smartwall Pro counter tops are
available in your choice of four
thermoform finishes

silver

black mahogany natural

*Monitors not included.
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OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

TUBULAR 10' DOME TENT

ZOOM™ STANDARD 10' TENT

ZOOM™ STANDARD 20' TENT

CAPTURE. YOUR. ATTENTION.
One-stop-shop for all your outdoor signage needs • Great for outdoor
sporting events and arenas, concerts, festivals or to draw attention
to any storefront • Strong, solid, stable, wind-resistant, durable

OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

Outdoor events such as festivals, street fairs, arts and craft shows and sporting events are perfect opportunities for
promotional tents and signage to clearly display your company name, brand and message to attract visitors and buyers.
Choose from off-the-shelf tents and related accessories, flags and portable billboards to make your event a success.

30

ZOOM POPUP TENT
Durable Zoom Standard tents feature a customary aluminum frame that is lightweight, meant to last
for multiple uses, and a UV and water-resistant canopy. This tent is portable and budget-friendly.
kit with canopy: ZM-TNT-STD-3MX3M-HEX-G

Rust-resistant,
lightweight aluminum!

Features include:
- 10’ opens to a base size of 9.8' x 9.8'
- rust-resistant, lightweight aluminum frame is
completely self-contained with no loose parts
- canopies, half walls and full walls offered in 5
standard colors and can also be custom printed;
water & UV resistant
- hardware only kit includes frame, stakes, guy lines
and rolling carry bag
- canopy kits include water-resistant canopy (stock
colors or custom printed), hardware frame, stakes,
guy lines and rolling carry bag

10'w & 20'w tents
come in roller bag
ZOOM TENT HALF & FULL WALLS
Accessorize any Zoom™ Standard and Economy tent with a half or full wall accent.
Available in a variety of stock colors or custom printed, half and full wall accents are
perfect for use as traffic barriers, additional branding or to enclose the space.
10' full wall kits: ZM-TNT-3MX3M-FLL-WLL-G
10' half wall kits: ZM-TNT-3MX3M-HLF-K-G

All Outdoor products have a one year limited
hardware warranty and are eco-friendly.

OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

Canopies, half-walls and full
walls are water-resistant.
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ZOOM FLEX FLAGS
- can be used indoors or outdoors
- comes in four shapes: teardrop,
feather, straight & edge
- graphic rotates in wind
- water ring base support
adds stability to cross base
(optional upgrades)
- graphic printed on flag material
- double sided graphic available
- includes ground stake only

XL

XL

MD

SM

SM

SM

MD

MD

LG

LG

XL
XL

LG
LG
SM
SM

SM
SM

10ʼ

MD
MD

MD
MD

15ʼ

XL
XL

LG
LG

XL

LG

20ʼ

5ʼ

FEATHER
EDGE SHAPE
SHAPE

STRAIGHT
SHAPE
FEATHER
SHAPE

STRAIGHT SHAPE
TEARDROP SHAPE

ZOOM-SQ

fillable ground
base

ZOOM-FB

auger base

ZOOM-AGR

ground stake
(included)

ZOOM-STK

All Outdoor products have a one
year limited hardware warranty.

drive-over base

ZOOM-DO

BASE SUPPORT

ZOOM-CB

square steel base

SAND & TURF

STANDALONE BASES

OUTDOOR DISPLAYS
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cross base

TEARD

*Not to exact scale, refer to graphic template

BASE OPTIONS

DRIVE OVER

SHAPE

water ring
base support

ZOOM-WR

WIND DANCER FLAGS
Great for outdoor sporting events and arenas, concerts, festivals and more. Outdoor
display products are strong, solid, stable, wind-resistant and durable. Graphics are longlasting and can endure exposure to outdoor elements.

8.5' WIND DANCER
WIND-MIN

- adjustable graphic height
= up to 6'
- economy outdoor flag
- plastic pole, easy push-fit assembly
- hollow plastic base can be filled with water or sand
- double sided graphic available

13.5' WIND DANCER LT
WIND-LT

- adjustable graphic height
= up to 8'8"
- hollow base can be filled with either water or sand as weighing agent
- double sided graphic available
- optional carry bag

17.5' WIND DANCER
WIND-MX

- adjustable graphic height
= up to 12'
- flag is approximately 43" wide
- hollow base can be filled with either water or sand as weighing agent
- double sided graphic available
- optional carry bag

BLIZZARD
BLZD

WHIRLWIND
- 31.1"w x 45.7"h x 19.7"d
- front-loading snap frames
constructed from aluminum &
powder-coated steel
- single or double sided
- includes clear lens cover
- dual-spring design flexes to
withstand wind gusts
- compact durable base can be
filled with water or sand for
extra stability
- integrated wheel set

MONSN-2
- visual graphic area
= approx. 92.125"w x 32"h
- semi-portable single or
double sided billboard
- easy grommet graphic
attachment
- includes ground stakes &
bungee rope

- max width x min height:
40"w x 49.5"h
- min width x max height:
23.5"w x 80"h
- max width x max height:
40"w x 74.5"h
- min width x min height:
23.5"w x 49.5"h
- outdoor banner stand
- hollow base can be filled
with either water or sand
as weighing agent
- easy grommet graphic
attachment

OUTDOOR DISPLAYS

WHRL-WND-2

MONSOON
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TABLE THROWS & RUNNERS

MEET. AND. GREET.
One-stop-shop for the fastest table throws and runners • Perfect to display your
messaging in any tradeshow or event – indoor or outdoor • Printed, imprinted,
convertible, stretch and fitted options to choose from • Sizes of 4', 6’, 8’, full and economy
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FULLY PRINTED TABLE THROW
4' full (48"w x 30"h):
TBL-T-4-F
4' economy (48"w x 30"h):
TBL-T-4-E
4' full (48"w x 36"h):
TBL-T-4-36-F
4' economy (48"w x 36"h):
TBL-T-4-36-E

6' full (fully printed):
TBL-T-6-F
6' economy (fully printed):
TBL-T-6-E
6' front printed:
TBL-T-6-FPO-F
6' economy front printed:
TBL-T-6-FPO-E

8' full (fully printed):
TBL-T-8-F
8' economy (fully printed):
TBL-T-8-E
8' front printed:
TBL-T-8-FPO-F
8' economy front printed:
TBL-T-8-FPO-E

- economy version eliminates
back panel
- front printed version printed
on front panel only
- maximize your advertising
with additional space to
display your message

FITTED TABLE THROW
4' full (48"w x 30"h): TBL-FT-4-F
4' full (48"w x 36"h): TBL-FITTED-4-36-F
4' economy (48"w x 36"h):
TBL-FITTED-4-36-E
6' full: TBL-FT-6-F
8' full: TBL-FT-8-F
- economy version eliminates back panel
- form fitted to fit 4', 6' & 8' tabletops
- optional carry bag available, see p.37
- fitted fabric dye-sublimated printed table throw lends
a polished look to any display

STRETCH TABLE THROW
CONVERTIBLE TABLE THROW
convertible full: TBL-T-FC
convertible economy: TBL-T-EC
- economy version eliminates back panel
- printed throw converts quickly and easily to fit both a 6’ and
8’ table. Hook and loop tabs make conversion simple

4' full (48"w x 30"h): TBL-SW-4-F
4' full (48"w x 36"h): TBL-SW-4-36-F
6' full: TBL-SW-6-F
8' full: TBL-SW-8-F
- tailored to fit 4', 6' & 8' tables top to bottom
- optional carry bag available, see p.37
- stretch fabric dye-sublimated printed table throw lends a
stylish look to any display
- zipper in the back provides access to underneath the
table

TABLE THROWS & RUNNERS

TABLE RUNNERS
24" full: TBL-R-24-F
24" economy: TBL-R-24-E
30" full: TBL-R-30-F
30" economy: TBL-R-30-E
36" full: TBL-R-36-F
36" economy: TBL-R-36-E
60" full: TBL-R-60-F
60" economy: TBL-R-60-E
- economy version eliminates back panel
- accent your solid colored table throw with a full color printed runner
All table throws and runners come with a graphic limited
warranty of 6 months and are made in North America.
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Compact Image

FAST. DYNAMIC. FABRIC.
Combining style and speed, the attached fabric graphic makes the Compact Image the
fastest display on the market • The Compact Image is one of the most dynamic and
popular large format graphic displays due to its maximum impact with minimal effort
• Lightweight and highly portable • Easy to set up and packs away as fast as it sets up

Compact Images displays come
with a wheeled carry bag;
optional hard cases available.
All sizes available with or
without endcaps
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COMPACT IMAGE

D
AWAR
NG
I
WINN
BEST IN

CLASS

TABLETOP AND 10' DISPLAYS
The Hopup™ is one of the most dynamic and popular large format graphic displays due to its
maximum impact with minimal effort. Hopup Tension Fabric Displays come in a variety of sizes and
are offered in straight and curved frames with and without endcaps. Hopups require no tools for
assembly, are lightweight and highly portable and they pack away as easy as they set up!

2½‘ tabletop
footprint dimensions:
31"w x 31"h x 12.25"d

5‘ tabletop
footprint dimensions:
60.5"w x 31"h x 12.25"d

5‘ tabletop
footprint dimensions:
60.5"w x 60.5"h x 12.25"d

7½’ tabletop
footprint dimensions:
89.5"w x 60.5"h x 12.25"d

2½' full height standard display
footprint dimensions:
31"w x 90"h x 29”d

5‘ full height standard display
footprint dimensions:
60.5"w x 90"h x 29"d

HOP-1X1FG-S

HOP-2X2FG-S

HOP-1X3FG-S

HOP-2X3FG-S

COMPACT IMAGE TENSION FABRIC DISPLAY

HOP-3X2FG-S

HOP-2X1FG-S

clear shelf

COMPACT IMAGE COUNTER
7½’ full height standard display
footprint dimensions:
89.5"w x 90"h x 29"d

HOP-3X3FG-S

10' full height standard display
footprint dimensions:
119"w x 90"h x 29"d

HOP-4X3FG-S

C ompact Image displays are available with or without
graphic end caps. Shown here without end caps.

HOP-CT-2

- easy-to-assemble collapsible display counter
- includes clear internal shelf
- 41.75"w x 39.69"h x 14.25"d
- top available in four laminate finish options
(black, silver, natural, mahogany)
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12¼’ full height standard display
footprint dimensions:
147.25"w x 90"h x 29"d

HOP-5X3FG-S

20’ full height standard display
footprint dimensions:
235.43"w x 90"h x 29"d

HOP-8X3-FG-S-1

COMPACT IMAGE
ACCESSORY KITS

COMPACT IMAGE TENSION FABRIC DISPLAY

Add style, flare and function to any 7 ½', 10', 20' or 30' Compact Image straight display. Easily accessorize your Compact
Image with monitor mounts, counters, tables and more. Purchase as a complete kit or as an accessory for your existing
straight Compact Image. Dimensional elements can be placed in the middle, left or right sides of the display.

ACCESSORY KIT 01

ACCESSORY KIT 02

ACCESSORY KIT 03

ACCESSORY KIT 04

- 2 stand-off rigid graphic
accents with literature
holders
- monitor* mount supports
23" monitor, max weight =
30 lbs

- stand-off counter supports
max 35 lbs
- counter features graphic and
literature holder
- monitor* mount supports
23" monitor, max weight =
30 lbs

- accessory counter features:
- monitor* mount supports
40" monitor, max weight =
50 lbs
- counter top holding max
weight of 35 lbs
- printed fabric graphic and
literature holder

- standoff counter features:
- fabric graphic messaging
area (top)
- printed fabric graphic
(bottom)
- counter top holding max
weight of 35 lbs

HOP-DIM-01

HOP-DIM-02

Compact Image Accessory counter
tops are available in your choice of
four thermoform finishes
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HOP-DIM-03

silver

black mahogany natural

HOP-DIM-04

Image Pro

SLEEK. CRISP. SEEMLESS.

Image Pro’s push-fit fabric graphic hugs the collapsible frame
and makes this portable display sleek and seamless • Simply
pop up the frame, attach the channels for the graphic, then
push the graphic beading and graphic into the channel

Easy push-fit
fabric graphics
go into channel.

IMAGE PRO BACKWALL
- lightweight anodized straight silver frame
- stabilizer feet on all frames 3 quads high
- simple assembly
- perimeter channel bars connect to frame and
hold push-fit fabric graphic
- crisp, push-fit fabric graphic creates clean,
straight edges; comes with front or fully
fitted graphic (with end caps)
- rolling carry bag for most units

Channel bars for insertion
of fabric graphic easily
connect and slide onto
collapsible frame.

locking arms
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IMAGE PRO

TABLETOP AND 10' DISPLAYS
Image Pro is one of the sleekest collapsible portable displays and it delivers style with minimal effort. Image Pro Fabric Displays
come in a variety of sizes and are offered with or without endcaps. Image Pro requires no tools for assembly, is lightweight
and highly portable. Image Pro features crisp, straight edges due to the simple, push-fit fabric graphic attachment.

2½' tabletop
footprint dimensions:
30.43"w x 30.74"h x 12.92"d

EMB-1X1FGE-S

7½' tabletop
footprint dimensions:
88.15"w x 59.59"h x 12.92"d

EMB-3X2FGE-S

5' tabletop
footprint dimensions:
59.95"w x 30.74"h x 12.92"d

5' tabletop
footprint dimensions:
59.95"w x 59.95"h x 12.92"d

EMB-2X1FGE-S

2½' full height standard display
footprint dimensions:
31.1"w x 88.8"h x 28.94"d

EMB-1X3FGE-S

EMB-2X2FGE-S

5' full height standard display
footprint dimensions:
59.95"w x 88.8"h x 28.94"d

EMB-2X3FGE-S

IMAGE PRO PUSH FIT FABRIC DISPLAY

IMAGE PRO
COUNTER
EMB-CT

EMB-3X3FGE-S

10' full height standard display
footprint dimensions:
117"w x 88.8"h x 28.94"d

EMB-4X3FGE-S

Image Pro displays are available with or without
graphic end caps. Show here with end caps.
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silver

black

mahogany natural

clear shelf
IMAGE PRO

7½' full height standard display
footprint dimensions:
88.15"w x 88.8"h x 28.94"d

- 40.95"w x 40.23"h
x 14.95"d
- collapsible display
counter
- includes internal
shelf
- push-fit fabric
graphics
- top available in
four laminate
finish options

All Image Pro displays
come with a carry bag
or wheeled carry bag;
optional hard cases
available.
All sizes available with
or without endcaps

20'w x 7½'h standard display
footprint dimensions:
236.25"w x 89.4"h x 29"d

EMB-8X3FGE-SS/DS-1

BACKLIT IMAGE PRO KITS
EMB-BL-2X2-S
EMB-BL-3X3-S
EMB-BL-4X3-S
EMB-BL-5X3-S
- lightweight aluminum frame
- supports a single or double sided backlit
push-fit fabric graphic with endcaps
- available in 5', 7 ½', 10' and 12 ¼' sizes
- LED lights snap easily onto frame
- lighting kits also available a la carte

IMAGE PRO PUSH FIT FABRIC DISPLAY

All Image Pro frames are eco-friendly, come with a
carry bag, and have a limited lifetime warranty.
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LEAF

BOLD. VIVID. SIMPLE.

LEAF 3X3 KIT 03
XCLM-3X3-K3

Combining dimension and simplicity • LEAF couples a collapsible frame and
magnetic locking arms with brilliant push-fit fabric graphics • Ease, style and the
versatility LEAF provides with simple graphic changes makes this system a top choice
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LEAF

All LEAF popups are eco-friendly
and have a limited lifetime warranty.

TABLETOP KITS

The LEAF fabric popup system features super stretch push-fit fabric graphics that come pre-attached to the collapsible
frame to create sleek, polished displays. Displays are available in a variety of sizes and configurations, and the multitude
of placement possibilities of the push-fit fabric graphics are endless! Using a lightweight magnetic collapsible frame, LEAF
displays require no tools for assembly, are portable, durable and set up and pack down fast.

5' tabletop
footprint dimensions:
59.11"w x 59.42"h x 12.8"d

5' tabletop
footprint dimensions:
59.11"w x 59.42"h x 12.8"d

5' tabletop
footprint dimensions:
59.11"w x 59.42"h x 12.8"d

5' tabletop
footprint dimensions:
59.11"w x 59.42"h x 12.8"d

XCLM-2X2-K1

LEAF FABRIC POPUP DISPLAY | TABLETOP

XCLM-2X2-K3

XCLM-2X2-K2

XCLM-2X2-K4
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LEAF

All LEAF popups are eco-friendly
and have a limited lifetime warranty.

FULL HEIGHT KITS

2 ½'W KITS

2 ½' full height display
footprint dimensions:
30.30"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"d

XCLM-1X3-K1

2 ½' full height display
footprint dimensions:
30.30"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"d

XCLM-1X3-K2

2 ½' full height display
footprint dimensions:
30.30"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"d

XCLM-1X3-K3

2 ½' full height display
footprint dimensions:
30.30"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"d

XCLM-1X3-K4

LEAF FABRIC POPUP DISPLAY | 2.5' AND 5'

5'W FULL HEIGHT KITS

Add optional shelves, available
in four color options

XCLM-SHLF-K
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5' full height display
footprint dimensions:
59.11"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"h

XCLM-2X3-K1

5' full height display
footprint dimensions:
59.11"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"h

XCLM-2X3-K2

LEAF

FULL HEIGHT KITS
LEAF FABRIC POPUP 7 ½'W AND 10'W KITS

7 ½' full height display
footprint dimensions:
87.92"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"d

XCLM-3X3-K1

7 ½' full height display
footprint dimensions:
87.92"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"d

XCLM-4X3-K1

XCLM-3X3-K5

XCLM-3X3-K3

LEAF FABRIC POPUP DISPLAY | 8' AND 10'

10' full height display
footprint dimensions:
116.72"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"d

7 ½' full height display
footprint dimensions:
87.92"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"d

10' full height display
footprint dimensions:
116.72"w x 88.23"h x 12.8"d

XCLM-4X3-K6

sleek hub for a
polished look

push-fit
fabric graphics
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ACCENTS & ACCESSORIES
Portable counters and kiosks provide ample storage and style to complement
our vast array of 8', 10' and 20' exhibit kits and displays • Accent lighting
kits and solutions help stage a powerful, impactful presence that you desire
• Portable transit and shipping cases are designed to protect your exhibit investment

CHARGING STATIONS & ACCESORIES
Charging Stations add technology and great value for visitors in need of a quick charge.
Excellent for retail applications, trade shows and events

CHARGING TOWER

CHARGING COUNTER

- 33.56”w x 86.81”h x 33.46”d
- features 16 high-speed charging tips:
(8) Micro USB for Android devices and
(8) Apple 8-pin for Apple iPhone/iPad/
Lightning devices
- features a circular fabric header for
branding and an illuminated fabric
center structure
- base and tabletop color offered in
choice of four thermoform color options

- 23.72”w x 41.54”h x 23.62”d
- features 8 high-speed charging tips:
(4) Micro USB for Android devices and
(4) Apple 8-pin for Apple iPhone/iPad/
Lightning devices
- features stretch fabric graphic
- tabletop offered in choice of four
thermoform color options

FMLT-CHRG-COUNTER-01

FMLT-CHRG-01

charging stations
are available in your
choice of finishes

silver

black

mahogany natural

OASIS

STEP STOOL

OASIS

STEP STOOL-BLUE

- highly portable
- three arm collapsible
bag dispenser
- shiny silver finish

- sturdy EZ FOLDZ step stool
- 300 lb capacity
- folds flat for storage & transport
- blue only
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top view

LITERATURE RACKS

All literature racks come with a five year limited
warranty, a carry bag, and are an eco-friendly choice.

Literature racks are used to simply display brochures and
can be used in countless applications, from trade shows,
conference rooms and events to lobbies and more.

ZEDUP 1

black: ZD-1-B
silver: ZD-1-S
- 6 pocket rack
- can be stored or
shipped loaded with
literature

ZEDUP LITE
silver: ZD-LITE

- 6 pocket rack
- collapsible
- lightweight version
of the ZedUp
- constructed from
aluminum & plastic
for reduced weight

QUANTUM
QUANTUM
INNOVATE
DOUBLE SIDED SINGLE SIDED black: INN-B
black: QNTM-DS

black: QNTM-SS

silver: INN-S

- 5 pocket rack
- collapsible
- constructed from
plastic/lightweight

- 4 pocket rack
- collapsible
- constructed from
plastic/lightweight

- modular design
- 10 pockets
- packs in 3 separate
parts for reduced
shipping size

silver

ACCENTS & ACCESSORIES | LIT RACKS & ECONOMY COUNTERS

ECONOMY COUNTERS

Compact Image and Image Pro counter
tops are available in your choice of four
thermoform finishes

Counters can be used to accessorize any trade show,
event or permanent space. With a variety of different
counters and kiosks to choose from, mix and match
to create the best-suited display.

black mahogany natural

COMPACT IMAGE
COUNTER
HOP-CT-2
- 41.75"w x 39.69"h x
14.25"d
- collapsible display counter
- Velcro applied fabric
graphics
- includes clear internal shelf
- top available in four
laminate finish options

IMAGE PRO COUNTER
EMB-CT
- 40.95"w x 40.23"h x
14.95"d
- collapsible display
counter
- includes clear internal
shelf
- push-fit fabric graphics
- top available in four
laminate finish options
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WAVE COUNTERS

wave counter tops and bases
are available in your choice of
finishes

Add modern flare to your trade show display
with Wave fabric counters. With a variety of
options to choose from, mix and match to
create the ideal display or reception set up.

PILLAR
W-01-C

BULLET
W-04-C

silver

HALF MOON

black mahogany natural

ELLIPSE

W-02-C

W-03-C

OVAL

W-05-C

BAR

W-06-C-02

*additional sizes available

SMARTWALL COUNTER
ACCENTS & ACCESSORIES | COUNTERS

The smartwall counter complements the
Smartwall series of exhibit kits, but is also
ideal for any stand-alone use. The Smartwall
counter couples simple extrusion-based
frames with push-fit fabric graphics or
rigid sintra graphics. Tables are available
in four colored finishes – silver, black,
mahogany and natural.
Counter fits in an OCH2 portable shipping
case and allow for accessible storage by
removing one fabric panel.
Smartwall counter top available
in your choice of finishes

SMARTWALL COUNTER
silver
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black mahogany natural

VFC-01

39.37"w x 36.61"h x 22.44"d

LINEAR COUNTERS
Linear counters add function and flare to any space. Extrusion based construction
coupled with your choice of rigid graphic infill panels or frosted plex panels make
these kiosks sturdy and versatile. Printed graphic panels create the base of the
counter. Counters come standard with locking cabinet door.

Linear counters are made in North
America, come with portable
carry cases and a limited lifetime
hardware warranty.

Linear counter
tops are
available in
your choice
of four
thermoform
finishes

Legs can beo
rotated 90 on

LN-CU-01

LN-CU-02

silver

LN-CU-03

black mahogany natural

LN-CU-05
ACCENTS & ACCESSORIES | COUNTERS

LN-CU-06

x leg, v leg, bowed
v leg, and straight
leg counters.

LN-CU-07
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LIGHTING, TABLET STANDS, & MONITOR KIOSKS
Incorporate modern, bright LED lights into your display and draw attention to your brand and message with elegance. With
bright, cool lights and contemporary slim profiles, you can modernize your display, set the stage and better communicating `a
clear message. Choose from several LED lighting solutions that will make your message and products shine.

UNIVERSAL LED LIGHT
black: LUM-LED2-ORL-B
silver: LUM-LED2-ORL-S
- universal LED floodlight comes
with fitting kit to and works
with most tradeshow booths
- "Vegas safe" for exhibit halls
which prohibit halogen lights
- Uses multi cups chip on board
(MCOB) light technology and
features a slim profile
- LED rated for 20,000
continuous hours
- 19" long from end to end

LUM-200-ORL

- 110 volt ETL approved wall
washer floodlight with a
straight arm & adjustable head
- light includes 120 watt
halogen bulb
- 19.5" long from end to end
- silk black finish

MONITOR KIOSK

LED BANNER SPOT

PM4S3-MK-M
PM4S3-MK-L

- low voltage 5 watt slender
spotlight
- 17.18" long from end to end
- mounts to banner stands
- available in black only

- medium or large monitor
mount comes with 1 OCE
shipping case
- medium holds 32-55 and
large holds 40-65"
- max weight = 40 lbs

LUM-LED3-ORL-B

ACCENTS & ACCESSORIES | LIGHTING, TABLET STANDS, & KIOSKS

LUMINA 200
FLOODLIGHT

TABLET STANDS
The freestanding tablet stands are smart, lightweight and
portable and make it easy to incorporate media into any
environment.

IPAD STAND
PAD12-02A-BLACK

PAD21-04

- displays iPad 2nd,
3rd, 4th gen
and Air models*
- portrait or
landscape
- security screws,
allen key and
bolts make the
unit both durable
and theft resistant
- base can be
bolted to the
floor for extra
security

- displays multiple
tablet styles or iPad*
- portrait or landscape
- security screws, allen
key and bolts
make the unit both
durable and theft
resistant
- base can be bolted
to the floor for extra
security
- features a telescopic,
adjustable-height
pole, height
minimum 28.88" maximum 49.81"h

*Tablet devices not
included.
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UNIVERSAL
TABLET STAND

MONITOR KIOSK
VB-MK-01
- medium monitor
mount*
- max weight = 50 lbs
- comes with 1 OCH2
shipping case

CASES
It’s critical to protect your tradeshow exhibit investment with a quality constructed transit and
shipping case. An extensive selection of exhibit and display cases and crates to choose from that
are all made in North America and are designed to house specific lines of exhibits and displays for
maximum portability and protection during shipping.

BANNER STAND CASE

PREMIUM WHEELED
DISPLAY CASE

- interior size min/max:
min - 12"w x 30.13"h x 3.75"d
max - 12"w x 47.13"h x 3.75"d
- exterior size:
min - 14.56"w x 30.38"h x 5.88"d
max - 14.56"w x 47.38"h x 5.88"d
- weight when empty: 9 lbs

OCP-2

OCB

Check with your sales rep to confirm
how many of your banner type can
fit in the OCB case.

- premium latches for maximum
strength
- hinged lid with internal light
storage
- robust, roto-molded plastic
- interior size:
22"w x 35.5"h x 14.14"d
- exterior size:
26"w x 39.56"h x 17.75"d
- weight when empty: 32 lbs

SMALL & LARGE GRAPHIC CASES
SMALL: OCS
LARGE: OCL

- premium latches for
maximum strength
- built in wheels and
easy-to-grip molded handle

OCS
- interior size:
14"w x 39.81"h x 13.25"d
- exterior size:
18"w x 42.25"h x 16.5 "d
- weight when empty: 18 lbs

OCL
- interior size:
14"w x 51.5"h x 13.25"d
- exterior size:
18"w x 55.13"h x 16.5"d
- weight when empty: 20 lbs

LARGE DISPLAY CASE

COMPACT IMAGE/
MEDIUM WHEELED CASE
OC-HOP
- ideal for Hopup backwall displays
(fits up to 4x3 hopup)
- built-in handle and wheels for
easy transport
- interior size:			
13.5"w x 35.5"h x 13.5"d
- exterior size:			
15.5"w x 35.69"h x 17"d
- weight when empty: 17 lbs

LARGE DISPLAY CASE
OCH2

- roto-molded case for exhibits,
graphics & accessories
- secure reinforced straps help
to ensure case will remain
closed during transport
- strong yet lightweight
- interior size:
23.25"w x 7.63"h x 46.5"d
- exterior size:
26"w x 12"h x 50"d
- weight when empty: 22 lbs

- heavy-duty shipping and
storage case
- ideal for Linear hybrid displays
- secure reinforced straps help
to ensure case will remain
closed during transport
- interior size:
24.13"w x 12.25"h x 47.25"d
- exterior size:
29"w x 15"h x 52"d
- weight when empty: 30 lbs
- wheels and handles recessed

CASES

OCH
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CASES

CASE TO COUNTER OPTION
STANDARD WHEELED
DISPLAY CASE
OCX
- light storage in the lid
- premium latches for
maximum strength
- interior size:
23.5"w x 35.75"h x 13.07"d
- exterior size:
26.73"w x 39.49"h x 17.05"d
- weight when empty: 32 lbs
- optional wood counter top can
be added in your choice of silver,
black, mahogany or natural

silver

black mahogany natural

DELUXE WHEELED
DISPLAY CASE
OCP-ELITE
- lid can be used as a step stool
while assembling displays
- access door provides storage
when unit is used as a counter
- interior size:
14.14"w x 31.75"h x 19.75"d
- exterior size:
16.75"w x 38.25"h x 26.25"d
- weight when empty: 31 lbs

EXPANDABLE CASE
CASES | CASE TO COUNTER

OCE

- the perfect protective shipping
and/or storage case for all Wave exhibit kits,
hanging structures and accessory products
- adjustable roto-molded expandable display
case
- adjustable lid and easy pin latch
- interior size min/max:
min - 13.75"w x 39.63"h x 11.75"d
max - 13.75"w x 64"h x 11.75"d
- exterior size min/max:
min - 16.75"w x 39.88"h x 16.88"d
max - 16.75"w x 64.25"h x 16.88"d
- weight when empty: 27 lbs
- separate fabric graphic converts the case
into a counter
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All cases come are an economic & eco-friendly
choice & are made in North America.

